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Abstract

The  interface between Theorema  and  external automated deduction systems
implements a link providing a user with a tool for using external provers within a
Theorema  session in  the same way as "internal" Theorema  provers. Currently it
supports 11 external systems, and support of links to other systems can be easily
done. Also,  the TPTP (Thousands of  Problems of  Theorem Provers − problem
library) problem converter to Theorema format is described.

This research  is supported by the Autsrian  Science Foundation (FWF)  project FO−1302  (SFB).

1. Introduction

The  Theorema system aims at  extending current computer algebra systems by  facilities for  supporting
mathematical proving. It  was designed by Bruno Buchberger ([Buchberger, 1996a], [Buchberger, 1996b])
and provides

è a front end for  composing formal mathematical text consisting of  a hierarchy of  axioms, definitions,
propositions, algorithms etc. in a common logic frame with user−extensible  syntax,

è a library of  both well−established and new provers, solvers and simplifiers for  proving, solving and
simplifying  mathematical formulae.

For the resent survey about Theorema see [Buchberger et al, 2000]. One of the important design features of
Theorema is that it is a multi−method  system. A large arsenal of general and special provers is available from
which the user can choose the appropriate method for the proof problem at hand. Besides its own, "internal"
provers Theorema can be naturally linked with the existing "external" automated deduction systems, like, e.g.
a theorem prover Otter ([McCune, 1994]). The interface described in  this report implements such a link
providing a Theorema user with a tool for using most of the existing ATP systems within Theorema session
in the same way as "internal" Theorema provers. The interface  creates one coherent working environment for
different ATP systems and existing Theorema provers.  



For the resent survey about Theorema see [Buchberger et al, 2000]. One of the important design features of
Theorema is that it is a multi−method  system. A large arsenal of general and special provers is available from
which the user can choose the appropriate method for the proof problem at hand. Besides its own, "internal"
provers Theorema can be naturally linked with the existing "external" automated deduction systems, like, e.g.
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providing a Theorema user with a tool for using most of the existing ATP systems within Theorema session
in the same way as "internal" Theorema provers. The interface  creates one coherent working environment for
different ATP systems and existing Theorema provers.  

Currently, the following 11 external systems are supported:

è Bliksem − automated theorem prover for first−order  logic with equality ([de Nivelle, 1999]) .

è EQP  −  automated theorem prover for first−order  equational logic ([McCune, 1999]). 

è E  −  equational theorem prover ([Schulz, 2000]).  

è Gandalf  −  automated theorem prover for first−order  logic with equality ([Tammet, 1997]). 

è Ivy  −  preprocessor and proof checker for first order logic ([McCune and Shumsky, 2000]).

è Mace −  finite model and counter−example  searcher for first−order  statements ([McCune, 2000]).

è Otter −  automated theorem prover for first−order  logic  with equality ([McCune 1994]).

è Scott − automated theorem prover and model searcher for first−order  logic with equality  −  an extension
of Otter ([Hodgson and Slaney, 2000]).

è Spass − automated theorem prover for first−order  logic  with equality ([Weidenbach et al, 1999]).

è Vampire  −  automated theorem prover for  first−order  logic with  equality ([Riazanov and Voronkov,
1999]).

è Waldmeister −  equational theorem prover ([Buch and Hillenbrand, 1996]).

In  the current design there are two types of  links − direct and indirect − from Theorema  to external ATP
systems. Waldmeister and Scott are linked to Theorema  indirectly − using first  an intermediate translation
into  TPTP (Thousands of  Problems for  Theorem Provers − problem library [Suttner and Sutcliffe, 1997])
format and then the TPTP2X converter which converts TPTP format files into a format of the specified ATP
system. All  the other provers are linked directly to Theorema, without any intermediate routine. 

Additionally,   Theorema  has one more tool  − the TPTP2Theorema  converter  which converts the TPTP
problems to Theorema format.

The interface is implemented in  Mathematica−4.0/ Theorema and can be used on all  platforms on which
Mathematica is available.

The report is organized as follows:  Section 1 is the introduction. In Section 2 the direct link  is described.
Section 3 is devoted to the indirect link.  In Section 4  the converter of TPTP problems to Theorema format is
presented. Section 4 is conclusion.  The overall picture of  the interface with the basic organization of  the
report is shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. The Interface 

2. Direct  Link to External  ATP  Systems

A  direct link  from Theorema to an external system consists of two parts: the translator component and the
linking component to the system. The components and the sequence of operations are illustrated in Figure 2. 

Figure 2. Direct link 

The direct link works as follows: first, the translator gets the Theorema goal, knowledge base and options and
translates them into the prover format thus preparing the input for the prover call. The linking component gets
the input string and options, writes the string in  a temporary file  and calls the prover with  the specified
options. Finally, the prover output is put into a new notebook and passed back to Theorema.
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The direct link works as follows: first, the translator gets the Theorema goal, knowledge base and options and
translates them into the prover format thus preparing the input for the prover call. The linking component gets
the input string and options, writes the string in  a temporary file  and calls the prover with  the specified
options. Finally, the prover output is put into a new notebook and passed back to Theorema.

The advantage of the direct link against the indirect one is its flexibility,  independence from the intermediate
converting routine and speed. The user has a full control over the external system using prover options. 

Currently Theorema  has a direct link  with  the following  external systems: Otter, Spass, EQP, Gandalf,
Bliksem, Vampire, E  (automated theorem provers), Mace (model builder) and Ivy  (proof checker). The
example below illustrates each step of the interface.

Example 1. Suppose one wants to prove that  the union of the powerset of a set is the original set itself, using
the definitions of union, powerset, set equality and set inclusion. Then the goal is the following proposition

Proposition["Union  of  powerset  equals...",

"
A

HÜ P@AD = AL]

and the knowledge base consists of the following definitions

Definition["Set  equality",

"
A, B

HHA = BL�HHA Í BL ß HB Í ALLL]

Def i ni t i on[ " I ncl usi on" ,

"
A, B

JHA Í BL�"
x

HHx Î AL�Hx Î BLLN]

Def i ni t i on[ " Uni on" ,

"
A, x

JHx Î Ü AL�$
Y

HHx Î YL ß HY Î ALLN]

Def i ni t i on[ " Power set " ,

"
A, x

HHx Î P@ADL�Hx Í ALL] .

To prove this by Otter without any options one has to call

Prove[Proposition["Union  of  powerset  equals..."],

using  −>  {Definition["Set  equality"],Definition["Inclusion"],

Def i ni t i on[ " Uni on" ] , Def i ni t i on[ " Power set " ] } ,

by  −>  Otter]

Then the following steps are performed:

Step 1 (Preparing an input for the translating component). The translator gets the following expressions:

·lf AProposition HUnion of powerset equals ... L,

"
A

HUnion @P@ADD = AL, ·finfo @DE
for the goal,

·asml A·lf ADefinition HSet equality L,

"
A, B

HHA = BL � A Í B ß B Í AL, ·finfo @DE,

·lf A ,

, E,
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·lf ADefinition HInclusion L,

"
A, B

JA Í B � "
x

Hx Î A Þ x Î BLN, ·finfo @DE,

·lf ADefinition HUnion L,

"
A, x

Jx Î Union @AD � $
Y

Hx Î Y ß Y Î ALN, ·finfo @DE,

·lf ADefinition HPowerset L,

"
A, x

Hx Î P@AD � x Í AL, ·finfo @DEE
for the knowledge and

{ }

for the options.

Step 2  (Translating). The translator translates the expressions obtained on the previous step into Otter input
format:

set ( aut o) .

set ( pr ol og_st yl e_var i abl es) .

f or mul a_l i st ( usabl e) .

− ((  all  A   (union(powerset(A))  =  A)  )).

(  all  A  B   ((A  =  B)  <−>  (subsetequal(A,  B)  &  subsetequal(B,  A)))  ).

(  all  A  B   (subsetequal(A,  B)  <−>  

(  all  X   (element(X,  A)  −>  element(X,  B))  ))  ).

(  all  A  X   (element(X,  union(A))  <−>  

(  exists  Y   (element(X,  Y)  &  element(Y,  A))  ))  ).

(  all  A  X   (element(X,  powerset(A))  <−>  subsetequal(X,  A))  ).

end_of _l i st .

Here, aut o  and pr ol og_st yl e_var i abl es  flags and f or mul a_l i st ( usabl e)  are set by  default.
Default options can be overridden by explicitly stated prover options.

Step 3  (Preparing an input  for  the external system). The linking  component of  the interface creates a
temporary input  file for Otter and writes the string obtained at the previous step in the file.

Step 4  (Calling the external system). The linking  component calls the Otter executable on the input file
created on the previous step:

% otter  <  inputfile  >  outputfile

Step 5.  (Getting output from the external system). Otter output is taken from the out put f i l e and is put into
a new notebook as it is shown on Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Notebook with Otter output

 Among the other cells the notebook contains the proof section:

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−PROOF−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
1 []  union(powerset($c1))!=$c1.

2 []  A!=B|subsetequal(A,B).

3 []  A!=B|subsetequal(B,A).

4 []  A=B|  −subsetequal(A,B)|  −subsetequal(B,A).

5 []  −subsetequal(A,B)|  −element(C,A)|element(C,B).

6 []  subsetequal(A,B)|  −element($f1(A,B),B).

7 []  −element(A,union(B))|element(A,$f2(B,A)).

8 []  −element(A,union(B))|element($f2(B,A),B).

9 []  element(A,union(B))|  −element(A,C)|  −element(C,B).

10 []  −element(A,powerset(B))|subsetequal(A,B).

11 []  element(A,powerset(B))|  −subsetequal(A,B).

12 [factor,4,2,3]  A=A|  −subsetequal(A,A).

14 []  subsetequal(A,B)|element($f1(A,B),A).

15 [hyper,14,12]  element($f1(A,A),A)|A=A.

16 [hyper,14,11]  element($f1(A,B),A)|element(A,powerset(B)).

23 [hyper,15,6]  A=A|subsetequal(A,A).

26 [hyper,23,12,factor_simp]  A=A.

27 [hyper,26,3]  subsetequal(A,A).

28 [hyper,27,11]  element(A,powerset(A)).

33 [hyper,16,7]  element(union(A),powerset(B))|element($f1(union(A),B),

$f 2( A, $f 1( uni on( A) , B) ) ) .

45 [hyper,28,9,16]  element($f1(A,B),union(powerset(A)))|element(A,

power set ( B) ) .

1190  [hyper,45,6]  element(A,powerset(union(powerset(A))))|subsetequal(A,

uni on( power set ( A) ) ) .

3083  [hyper,1190,11,factor_simp]  element(A,powerset(union(powerset(A)))).

3403  [hyper,3083,10]  subsetequal(A,union(powerset(A))).

3500  [hyper,3403,4,14]  union(powerset(A))=A|element($f1(union(powerset(A)),

A) , uni on( power set ( A) ) ) .

5742  [para_from,3500.1.1,1.1.1,unit_del,26]  element($f1(union(powerset($c1)),

$c1) , uni on( power set ( $c1) ) ) .

5749  [hyper,5742,8]  element($f2(powerset($c1),$f1(union(powerset($c1)),$c1)),

power set ( $c1) ) .

5756  [hyper,5749,10]  subsetequal($f2(powerset($c1),$f1(union(powerset($c1)),

$c1) ) , $c1) .

5761  [hyper,5756,5,33]  element($f1(union(powerset($c1)),$c1),$c1)|

el ement ( uni on( power set ( $c1) ) , power set ( $c1) ) .

5763  [hyper,5761,6]  element(union(powerset($c1)),powerset($c1))|

subset equal ( uni on( power set ( $c1) ) , $c1) .

5766  [hyper,5763,11,factor_simp]  element(union(powerset($c1)),

power set ( $c1) ) .

5767  [hyper,5766,10]  subsetequal(union(powerset($c1)),$c1).

5815  [hyper,5767,4,3403,flip.1]  union(powerset($c1))=$c1.

5817  [binary,5815.1,1.1]  $F.

−−−−−−−−−−−−  end  of  proof  −−−−−−−−−−−−−

Search  stopped  by  max_proofs  option.
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−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−PROOF−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
1 []  union(powerset($c1))!=$c1.

2 []  A!=B|subsetequal(A,B).

3 []  A!=B|subsetequal(B,A).

4 []  A=B|  −subsetequal(A,B)|  −subsetequal(B,A).

5 []  −subsetequal(A,B)|  −element(C,A)|element(C,B).

6 []  subsetequal(A,B)|  −element($f1(A,B),B).

7 []  −element(A,union(B))|element(A,$f2(B,A)).

8 []  −element(A,union(B))|element($f2(B,A),B).

9 []  element(A,union(B))|  −element(A,C)|  −element(C,B).

10 []  −element(A,powerset(B))|subsetequal(A,B).

11 []  element(A,powerset(B))|  −subsetequal(A,B).

12 [factor,4,2,3]  A=A|  −subsetequal(A,A).

14 []  subsetequal(A,B)|element($f1(A,B),A).

15 [hyper,14,12]  element($f1(A,A),A)|A=A.

16 [hyper,14,11]  element($f1(A,B),A)|element(A,powerset(B)).

23 [hyper,15,6]  A=A|subsetequal(A,A).

26 [hyper,23,12,factor_simp]  A=A.

27 [hyper,26,3]  subsetequal(A,A).

28 [hyper,27,11]  element(A,powerset(A)).

33 [hyper,16,7]  element(union(A),powerset(B))|element($f1(union(A),B),

$f 2( A, $f 1( uni on( A) , B) ) ) .

45 [hyper,28,9,16]  element($f1(A,B),union(powerset(A)))|element(A,

power set ( B) ) .

1190  [hyper,45,6]  element(A,powerset(union(powerset(A))))|subsetequal(A,

uni on( power set ( A) ) ) .

3083  [hyper,1190,11,factor_simp]  element(A,powerset(union(powerset(A)))).

3403  [hyper,3083,10]  subsetequal(A,union(powerset(A))).

3500  [hyper,3403,4,14]  union(powerset(A))=A|element($f1(union(powerset(A)),

A) , uni on( power set ( A) ) ) .

5742  [para_from,3500.1.1,1.1.1,unit_del,26]  element($f1(union(powerset($c1)),

$c1) , uni on( power set ( $c1) ) ) .

5749  [hyper,5742,8]  element($f2(powerset($c1),$f1(union(powerset($c1)),$c1)),

power set ( $c1) ) .

5756  [hyper,5749,10]  subsetequal($f2(powerset($c1),$f1(union(powerset($c1)),

$c1) ) , $c1) .

5761  [hyper,5756,5,33]  element($f1(union(powerset($c1)),$c1),$c1)|

el ement ( uni on( power set ( $c1) ) , power set ( $c1) ) .

5763  [hyper,5761,6]  element(union(powerset($c1)),powerset($c1))|

subset equal ( uni on( power set ( $c1) ) , $c1) .

5766  [hyper,5763,11,factor_simp]  element(union(powerset($c1)),

power set ( $c1) ) .

5767  [hyper,5766,10]  subsetequal(union(powerset($c1)),$c1).

5815  [hyper,5767,4,3403,flip.1]  union(powerset($c1))=$c1.

5817  [binary,5815.1,1.1]  $F.

−−−−−−−−−−−−  end  of  proof  −−−−−−−−−−−−−

Search  stopped  by  max_proofs  option.
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3. Indirect  Link to External  ATP Systems

An indirect link from Theorema to an external system consists of three parts: the translator into TPTP format,
the linking component to TPTP2X and the linking component to the external prover. The components and the
sequence of operations are illustrated in Figure 4. 

Figure 4. Indirect link 

We have chosen the TPTP format for the intermediate translation because of the tptp2X converter, which can
convert TPTP format  files basically in all existing ATP system format. We maintain the indirect link because
it  is easy to program and to extend for a new system. The indirect link works as follows: the Theorema call
Prove[goal,  using−>knowledge,  by−>prover,  ProverOptions−>Options]  invokes  the
translator into TPTP format which gets the goal and knowledge base, translates them into TPTP format and
puts the result into a temporary file. Next, the linking component to TPTP2X calls the script tptp2X provided
with the TPTP library on the file with the command line options relevant to the prover. The obtained result is
a text file  with  the goal and knowledge specification in  the prover format which is passed to the linking
component to the prover together with the prover options. The linking component calls the prover, gets the
result back and puts it into a new notebook.

The main advantage of  the indirect link  is its easy extendability − it  is almost straightforward  to add and
maintain an indirect link to a new prover, but is has a disadvantage as well − the user has less control over the
system then in the case of the direct link.  

Currently, Theorema  has an indirect link  with  the equational prover Waldmeister and the general purpose
prover Scott.The example below illustrates each step of the interface.

Example 2.  Suppose one wants to prove that every Robbins algebra satisfying idempotence of addition is a
Boolean algebra ([Winker 1990]). Then the knowledge base consists of the Robbins algebra axioms 
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Axi om[ " Commut at i v i t y|of |add" , any[ X, Y] , add[ X, Y] =add[ Y, X] ]

Axi om[ " Associ at i v i t y|of |add" , any[ X, Y, Z] , add[ add[ X, Y] , Z] =add[ X, add[ Y, Z] ] ]

Axi om[ " Robbi ns|axi om" , any[ X, Y] , negat e[ add[ negat e[ add[ X, Y] ] ,

negat e[ add[ X, negat e[ Y] ] ] ] ] =X]

and the assumption about idempotence of addition

Assumpt i on[ " I dempot ence" , add[ c, c] =c] .

To  show that under these assumptions the Robbins algebra is  a Boolean algebra it  is  enough to  prove
Huntington axiom, i.e. to prove the goal

Pr oposi t i on[ " Pr ove|hunt i ngt ons|axi om" , add[ negat e[ add[ a, negat e[ b] ] ] ,

negat e[ add[ negat e[ a] , negat e[ b] ] ] ] =b] .

To prove it by Waldmeister  one has to call

Pr ove[ Pr oposi t i on[ " Pr ove|hunt i ngt ons|axi om" ] ,

using  −>{Axiom["Commutativity |of |add"],Axiom["Associativity |of |add"],

Axi om[ " Robbi ns|axi om" ] , Assumpt i on[ " I dempot ence" ] } ,

by  −>  Waldmeister]

This call invokes the indirect link to Waldmeister which preforms the following steps:

Step 1 (Preparing an input for the translating component). The translator gets the following expressions:

·lf["Proposition  (Prove |huntingtons |axiom)",add[negate[add[a,negate[b]]],

 negate[add[negate[a],negate[b]]]]=b, ·finfo[]]

for the goal,

·asml[ ·lf[Axiom  (Commutativity |of |add),

 "
X, Y

(add[X,Y]=add[Y,X]),  ·finfo[]],  

·lf[Axiom  (Associativity |of |add),  

"
X, Y,Z

(add[add[X,Y],Z]=add[X,add[Y,Z]]),  ·finfo[]],

·lf[Axiom  (Robbins |axiom),

"
X, Y

( negat e[ add[ negat e[ add[ X, Y] ] ] , negat e[ add[ X, negat e[ Y] ] ] ] =X) ] ,

·lf[Assumption  (Idempotence),  add[c,c]=c,  ·finfo[]]]

for the knowledge and

{ }

for the options.

Step 2  (Translating).  The translator translates them into TPTP  CNF format: 
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input_clause(provehuntingtonsaxiomclause41,conjecture,  

[−−equal(add(negate(add(a,  negate(b))),  

negate(add(negate(a),  negate(b)))),  b)]).

input_clause(commutativityofaddclause42,axiom,  

[++equal(add(X,  Y),  add(Y,  X))]).

input_clause(associativityofaddclause43,axiom,  

[++equal(add(add(X,  Y),  Z),  add(X,  add(Y,  Z)))]).

input_clause(robbinsaxiomclause44,axiom,  

[++equal(negate(add(negate(add(X,  Y)),  

negate(add(X,  negate(Y))))),  X)]).

input_clause(idempotenceclause45,axiom,  [++equal(add(c,  c),  c)]).

Step 3 (Preparing input for tptp2X script). The linking component to TPTP2X  creates a temporary file and
puts in it the string obtained in the previous step. 

Step 4 (Calling tptp2X). The linking component to TPTP2X calls the script tptp2X with the options  

−f  waldmeister  −t  rm_equality:rstfp

 on the file got in the previous step. The result is another temporary file with the Waldmeister input:

%−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

% File      :  m00006688821  :  TPTP  v0.0.0.  Released  v0.0.0.

% Domain    :

% Problem   :

% Version   :

% English   :

% Refs      :

% Source    :

% Names     :

% Status    :  unknown

% Rating    :  ?

% Syntax    :  Number  of  clauses     :     5  (    0  non−Horn;    5  unit;    2  RR)

%            Number  of  literals    :     5  (    5  equality)

%            Maximal  clause  size   :     1  (    1  average)

%            Number  of  predicates  :     1  (    0  propositional;  2−2  arity)

%            Number  of  functors    :     5  (    3  constant;  0−2  arity)

%            Number  of  variables   :     7  (    0  singleton)

%            Maximal  term  depth    :     6  (    2  average)

% Comments  :  

%          :  tptp2X  −f  waldmeister  −t  rm_equality:rstfp  m00006688821.p  

%−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

NAME            Unknown

MODE            PROOF

SORTS           ANY

SIGNATURE       a:  −>  ANY

                add:  ANY ANY −>  ANY

                b:  −>  ANY

                c:  −>  ANY

                negate:  ANY −>  ANY

ORDERING        KBO

                negate=1,  add=1,  c=1,  b=1,  a=1

                negate  >  add  >  c  >  b  >  a

VARIABLES       A,B,C:  ANY

EQUATIONS       add(add(A,B),C)  =  add(A,add(B,C))    

% associativityofaddclause43

                add(A,B)  =  add(B,A)    

% commutativityofaddclause42

                add(c,c)  =  c    

% idempotenceclause45

                negate(add(negate(add(A,B)),

negate(add(A,negate(B)))))  =  A    

% robbinsaxiomclause44

CONCLUSION      add(negate(add(a,negate(b))),

negate(add(negate(a),negate(b))))  =  b    

% provehuntingtonsaxiomclause41

%−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
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%−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

% File      :  m00006688821  :  TPTP  v0.0.0.  Released  v0.0.0.

% Domain    :

% Problem   :

% Version   :

% English   :

% Refs      :

% Source    :

% Names     :

% Status    :  unknown

% Rating    :  ?

% Syntax    :  Number  of  clauses     :     5  (    0  non−Horn;    5  unit;    2  RR)

%            Number  of  literals    :     5  (    5  equality)

%            Maximal  clause  size   :     1  (    1  average)

%            Number  of  predicates  :     1  (    0  propositional;  2−2  arity)

%            Number  of  functors    :     5  (    3  constant;  0−2  arity)

%            Number  of  variables   :     7  (    0  singleton)

%            Maximal  term  depth    :     6  (    2  average)

% Comments  :  

%          :  tptp2X  −f  waldmeister  −t  rm_equality:rstfp  m00006688821.p  

%−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

NAME            Unknown

MODE            PROOF

SORTS           ANY

SIGNATURE       a:  −>  ANY

                add:  ANY ANY −>  ANY

                b:  −>  ANY

                c:  −>  ANY

                negate:  ANY −>  ANY

ORDERING        KBO

                negate=1,  add=1,  c=1,  b=1,  a=1

                negate  >  add  >  c  >  b  >  a

VARIABLES       A,B,C:  ANY

EQUATIONS       add(add(A,B),C)  =  add(A,add(B,C))    

% associativityofaddclause43

                add(A,B)  =  add(B,A)    

% commutativityofaddclause42

                add(c,c)  =  c    

% idempotenceclause45

                negate(add(negate(add(A,B)),

negate(add(A,negate(B)))))  =  A    

% robbinsaxiomclause44

CONCLUSION      add(negate(add(a,negate(b))),

negate(add(negate(a),negate(b))))  =  b    

% provehuntingtonsaxiomclause41

%−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

Step 5 (Output from tptp2X −  input for the external system). The linking component to TPTP2X passes the
file got on the previous step to the linking component to external system.

Step 6 (Calling the external system). The linking component to external prover calls Waldmeister executable
on the file got from TPTP2X:

 % waldmeister  inputfile  >  outputfile

Step 7 (getting output from the external system).  Waldmeister output is taken from the out put f i l e  and is
put in a new notebook as it is shown on Figure 5.
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 Figure 5. Notebook with Waldmeister output.

It consists of the header part, problem specification part and the proof protocol.

4. �TPTP  Problem Converter  to Theorema Format

The TPTP (Thousands of Problems for Theorem Provers) Problem Library is a comprehensive library of the
ATP  test problems that are available today. A utility to convert the problems to existing ATP formats,  called
tptp2X, can convert the problems to almost all  ATP formats. The TPTP2Theorema converter,  written in
Mathematica, makes the library problems available in Theorema format. It takes a TPTP file, converts it and
puts the result in a notebook.

The converter  works in an interactive mode. Calling the command TPTP2Theor ema  opens the notebook
with the description of steps necessary to convert TPTP problems into Theorema format (Figure 6). 
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 Figure 6. Notebook with TPTP2Theorema menu.

The only thing the user has to do is to follow the corresponding links on each step. They are the following:

Step 1. Setting the TPTP location −  choose the directory where TPTP is located.

Step 2. Setting the location of TPTP files converted into Theorema format −  choose the directory where TPTP
files in Theorema format should be located.

St�ep 3. Choose one of the possibilities  (this step can be performed  several times):

è Convert all problem and axiom files −  converts all files from TPTP Problems and Axioms directories
and puts them into corresponding subdirectories under the location specified at Step 2.

è Convert all  problem files  −  converts all  files  from  TPTP Problems directory and puts them into
corresponding subdirectory under the location specified at Step 2.

è Convert all  axiom  files  −  converts all  files  from  TPTP Axioms  directory and puts them into
corresponding subdirectory under the location specified at Step 2.

è Convert selected subdirectory of  problems directory −  allows to  choose a  subdirectory of  TPTP
Problems directory (e.g.  ALG),  converts all  files  from  there and puts  them into  corresponding
subdirectory under the location specified at Step 2.
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è Convert selected problem file −  allows to select  a TPTP Problem file (e.g. ALG001−1.p),  converts and
puts it  into corresponding subdirectory under the location specified at Step 2.

è Convert selected axiom file  −  allows to select  a TPTP Axiom file  (e.g. ALG001−0.ax),  converts and
puts it  into corresponding subdirectory under the location specified at Step 2.

Step 4. Close the menu notebook and finish.

The converter  substitutes include instructions in  the TPTP problem files  with  the actual formulae. The
structure of the output notebook follows the original problem file, having sections for the header, theory (the
axioms from the original file,  included axioms and assumptions) and conjectures. Besides, the notebook
contains the title part, hyperlinks to TPTP home page and documentation, subtitle with the problem name,
form  and domain, separate section with  the conjecture formed for  Theorema  (obtained by  negating the
conjunction of the original conjectures), problem status explanation for Theorema and the ’Prove’ statement.
The only thing the user needs to do is just to specify prover name (s)he wants to use and set corresponding
options (if any). A notebook with a TPTP problem converted to Theorema format is shown in Figure 7.

 Figure 7. Notebook with a TPTP problem converted to Theorema format
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5. Conclusion

We described the interface between Theorema and external automated deduction tools. The interface between
Theorema and external provers represents a coherent base for different external theorem proving systems and
Theorema  internal provers thus giving  the user a  possibility to  use different proving systems within  a
Theorema session in the same way as one could use the Theorema provers. The converter of TPTP problems
to Theorema format makes available the TPTP problem library for Theorema users. 
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